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You can’t always believe what you read in the press, but the more reputable UK
newspapers tend to report accurately and reflect an unbiased position. The UK’s Financial
Times (the pink one) recently had as its front page headline ‘Tax– burdened landlords turn
to Manchester’. The article went on to say that buyer demand in London was falling with
one bank officer forecasting that he wouldn’t be surprised if demand for Manchester
moved ahead of it. Factors driving the Manchester rental market include a growing
student population and developments such as the BBC’s MediaCityUK which create new
employment.
As our readers will know, we have been advocating the virtues of Manchester for some time
now. The ‘northern powerhouse’ appears set for protracted run in terms of growth,
despite the woes of Brexit and investor demand should remain strong over the medium
term. We have two projects on the go in the city, Majestic Bignor and Majestic Victoria
and hope to add to these in the coming months. With this in mind we have launched a
new private syndicate for our clients which will focus on acquiring and refurbishing traditional, character properties containing studio and one bedroom apartments in appropriate
locations throughout the city. Our confidence in the rental market there allows us to offer
a guaranteed rent for three years and the prospects for attractive capital growth are good.
You can find details on this elsewhere in this edition.
In addition to Manchester, the decision to focus on our Majestic brand of smaller sized
units was a fairly easy one for us to make. Both buyer and tenant demand is growing for
such units, prices are more affordable and by refurbishing smaller established buildings
with no bank debt we can substantially reduce the development risk. Add in the ‘character’
appeal of the properties and our ongoing management service and we believe we have a
formula that works for everyone.
As you would expect, estate agents are still trying to sell us London properties and other
developers are keen for us to sell their properties to our clients. We are certainly not
abandoning London. However, the prospects for sound investment returns over the short
to medium term appear muted and until the effects of Brexit on the city are known a
prudent approach appears warranted.
As for selling other developers’ properties, we remain extremely cautious in this regard.
Pinnacle was a major student unit developer that initially produced a good product but
then over extended itself in terms of growth and size of development and ran into
difficulties which has caused its collapse. It now appears its property management arm
has acted inappropriately and we are working with a number of buyers to try to resolve
matters. As the developer of smaller sized developments we can solve problems in-house
and take a long term view in terms of relationships and credibility. As the agent for an
outside developer of off plan new build units we have no control and can’t adequately
protect our clients’ positions.
It is not possible to be all things to all people and we have learnt over the years that
focusing on what we do well is in everyone’s best long term interests. Of course, it is
sometimes frustrating to have to turn down opportunities and watch other people run with
them. However, I am often reminded of the quote from David Ogilvy who established one
of the world’s leading advertising agencies and I have included it as our Thought from the
Property Pulpit.
Tony Davies
Managing Director

Hot off the press
Micro-homes get government seal of approval to help alleviate shortage and satisfy growing demand
A developer of micro homes for young professionals has received a combined finance package of £150 million from
the government, the mayor of London and Lloyds Bank to build more than 1,000 homes by 2021. Pocket Living,
which builds one-bedroom homes that measure only 38 sq m — the size of a London Underground train
carriage, has received £90 million from Lloyds Bank, £33.5 million from the government’s £3 billion Home Building
Fund and a £25 million investment from Sadiq Khan, London’s Labour mayor.
Money is pouring into the
commercial sector, …...

While residential builders are
making money ….

And estate agents aren’t
making as much

The largest single office transaction
has been agreed after the “Walkie
Talkie” skyscraper sold for £1.3 bn
to the Chinese company that
invented oyster sauce.
The building at 20 Fenchurch
Street, was bought by a division of
Lee Kum Kee, the private family
run sauces and condiments group,
whose founder invented oyster
sauce by accident after letting his
oysters over-boil at a market stall
in 1888. The sale of the 525ft tall
tower in the City of London comes
months after the neighbouring
“Cheesegrater” skyscraper was sold
for £1.1 bn to CC Land, a Hong
Kong investment vehicle of the
property magnate Cheung Chung
Kiu. Asian interest in the London
office market has been building in
recent years but has reached a new
high since the Brexit vote as
investors capitalise on the low
value of the pound, as well as
spreading their wealth at a time of
growing fears about capital controls
in China.

One of Britain’s biggest
housebuilders shrugged off concerns
about a slowdown by reporting a
strong rise in sales and profits for
the first half of the year. Pre-tax
profits at Persimmon rose by 30 per
cent to £457.4 million in the six
months to the end of June, up from
£352.3 million a year earlier.
Surveys have shown a softening in
house prices in London but
Persimmon, which is based in the
north of England and has 29
regional offices, has had little
exposure to overheating in the
capital. Its chief executive said
“We are very pleased with our
performance and we are seeing good
underlying demand from our
buyers. The market remains
confident. Customer interest in our
developments remains strong with
encouraging levels of interest
through the quieter summer weeks.
We are looking forward to a good
autumn sales season.”

Two of the UK’s biggest estate
agents have reported a plunge in
profits as they suffer from the
downturn in housing transactions
across the country. Countrywide,
which is the largest listed estate
agency in the UK, reported a 98%
collapse in pre-tax profits in the first
half of its financial year. It owns
brands including Hamptons,
Bridgfords and Bairstow Eves and
said that pre-tax profits for the six
months to June fell to £477,000,
from £24.2 m a year earlier,
blaming “tough” market conditions.
Foxtons, the London based estate
agency reported a 64%drop in
pre-tax profits for the same period.

Properties for sale fall to
record low
The number of homes available for
sale on estate agents’ books is at a
record low, according to the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors,
as homeowners hold off moving in
the face of economic uncertainty
and higher stamp duty.
The average number of instructions
that estate agents receive to sell a
property has now declined for 17
months in a row, it said. Estate
agents are holding 43 houses on
average per branch compared to an
average of 60 in July 2014.

Rents continue to rise
Your Move, says a bottleneck of
housing supply has caused rents to
rise in July. The letting agent said
that rental prices had risen by an
average of 3.1% in the year to July,
with every region except the South
West recording an increase.

Some developers are busy
Property developers have had their busiest year since the financial crisis with
the market booming in the north of England. More than 30,000 houses and
flats worth £5.2 bn were bought and sold more than once in the year to April,
a sign that they have been developed, according to analysis of Land Registry
data. This was the highest number since 2007, when £9.6 bn worth of homes
were “flipped”. The busiest areas were cheaper regional markets after stamp
duty rises made quick turnarounds of London homes less attractive.
Burnley had the highest proportion of homes developed in the year to April,
with almost one in ten properties changing hands more than once. Only two
of the top ten areas were in London, those being the boroughs of Newham
and Waltham Forest.
Johnny Morris, of Countrywide the estate agent said “It’s about the recovery
in the housing market outside the south of England — the market in the
Midlands and north has picked up in the last 18 months or so, making this
more attractive and more financially viable for people to do.”

Projects and opportunities
Our new Manchester
private syndicate
We are pleased to announce the launch of a St David private syndicate which will
offer our clients the opportunity to acquire and refurbish a Majestic development in
Manchester.
Manchester is a thriving city which has become the ‘northern powerhouse’ in terms
of industry and commerce. It is a popular investment location with both domestic
and overseas investors who view it as a less expensive market to invest in than
London. The prospects for capital growth are good and, with strong rental demand,
properties there should produce a secure and attractive ongoing income stream.
Majestic is St David’s brand of character buildings comprising studio and one
bedroom apartments. The properties are located close to shops, restaurants, public
transport etc. They appeal to young professionals and others seeking quality
accommodation in a convenient location. There is a growing demand for smaller
sized accommodation as people sacrifice space for affordability and life style and this
trend is likely continue for the foreseeable future.
The Majestic Alpha private syndicate will refurbish established properties which
will then be offered to the rental market. The properties will be acquired using the
syndicate’s funds only and there will be no external debt from a bank or other such
lender. The developments will typically comprise less than ten units and the
refurbishment will create an immediate enhancement of value.
St David has had extensive development/refurbishment experience and delivers its
projects on time and on budget. It will handle all aspects of the project, from
selecting the appropriate properties through to their acquisition, refurbishment,
management and eventual resale.
St David will act as the Master Tenant and will enter into a three year tenancy
agreement for each of the individual units with a 6% p.a. net return to Majestic
Alpha. With the Manchester market continuing to out-perform the general
market and London, and the growing demand for smaller accommodation, capital
growth in the region of 3% to 5% p.a. over the investment period may be expected.
The syndicate will run for five years, however investors will have the option of
closing/exiting the project after three years if 75% of them wish to do so.
The minimum investment to join the syndicate is £30,000 and thereafter in
multiples of £5,000.
Investors may undertake projects in their own right, and not as part of a
syndicate, with the investment level starting from £400,000.
While we continue with our efforts to find the right project in the USA
A number of our clients have expressed interest in investing in our next USA
commercial property syndicate and naturally, it is frustrating for us that we cannot
offer one at this time. Together with Michael in the USA we have reviewed a large
number of opportunities in the Chicago area but none has met our strict investment
criteria in terms of security of capital and a high enough return. There is no point in
putting a syndicate in place unless we are confident we can find the right property so
we remain sat on the sidelines while we continue our search. The market will pick up
again now the summer period is over and we are hopeful we will have good news for
our clients shortly.
The above is not an offer to the general public and the contents of all the documents relating to our syndicates have
not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong, or elsewhere. Investors are advised to exercise
caution in relation any investment offer. If they are in any doubt about the contents of documents they should
obtain independent professional advice.

Manchester - General information
MANCHESTER’S POPULATION IS GROWING
NEARLY FIFTEEN TIMES FASTER THAN HOMES
ARE BEING BUILT
UK's second-most populous urban area
with a population of 2.55 million
UK’s ‘Best place to live’ (Global Liveability Survey)
Centre of the government’s Northern Powerhouse initiative

Over 60,000 people work in
the digital and creative
industries in Manchester
MediaCityUK set to double in
size over the next decade

Manchester Airport, the UK’s
3rd busiest airport, added 11
new direct flights last year
including Beijing, Boston, Los
Angeles, San Francisco,
Phuket and Mauritius
Manchester has 3 of the UK’s top
universities and has approx.
75,000 students

Property prices to rise by 28.2% over the next 5 years (JLL)
No.1 location for rental returns (HSBC 2016)
Ranked UK’s number one regional city ; CBRE

The value of the Greater
Manchester economy in 2017
£58.9bn
£634m larger than
at the Brexit vote.

Property prices increased by 9% in the past year
20% of the population live in private rented accommodation
Most of the sales over the past year were apartments, which
on average sold for £146,754 ; Rightmove

3,000 staff at HQ

5,000 staff

2,700 staff

BBC Northern HQ
The Lowry
Theatre

Manchester
Arena

Home Arts Center

Proposed
HS2
rail link
will almost
halve
travelling
time to
London

Culture, arts, sport, lifestyle,
Manchester has it all

The housing crisis is set to worsen for young people already
priced out of the property market as growing numbers of
landlords refuse to rent to people under 35. A study by
Sheffield Hallam University found that one third of landlords
were cutting back on renting to under-35s and two thirds were
already refusing to let to under-35s on housing benefit or
universal credit. Almost half did not let to students.

Did you know?

A separate survey found that three quarters of families living in
rented accommodation had no confidence in the Tories making it
easier for them to buy a home. More than a third of the four
million families in the private rented sector aspire to own, but
40% felt there was no realistic prospect of them doing so
(according to some people, the UK is in danger of becoming a
nation of tenants rather than home owners).
The northwest of England at 4% has lagged
behind the rest of the UK for the last 10
years in terms of capital growth. Most
analysts and commentators agree the region
is set for accelerated growth as the ‘northern
powerhouse’ plays catch up.

Prices in the East Midlands rose by 7.1 per cent in the year and by
5.5% in the northwest, according to the ONS, the highest of any
region except East Anglia where house prices also rose by 7.2%.

Robert Gardner, chief economist at Nationwide, said: “In some
respects the slowdown in the housing market is surprising,
given the ongoing strength of the labour market. The economy
created a healthy 125,000 jobs in the three months to June and
the unemployment rate fell to 4.4% — the lowest rate for more
than 40 years. In addition, mortgage rates have remained close
to all-time lows.”

A thought from The Property Pulpit
The pursuit of excellence is less profitable than the pursuit of bigness, but it can be more satisfying.
David Ogilvy Advertising legend

Ms Tara Charles has recently joined our UK
property management team. Tara has previously
worked in management in the hospitality and
leisure industries and is looking forward to her new
career with St David. Some facts: she has a pet
rabbit called Zorro and likes eating meat and
drinking rum (occasionally!). Tara will be working
closely with Denessa Chan and will be an
invaluable addition to our team. Welcome aboard
Tara.

Tony Davies, our MD, will be in

Hong Kong, Manila, Bangkok
and Kuala Lumpur in late Sept.
and early Oct. Please contact us
if you would like to meet him
and receive a free copy of his
novel The Allegation.

Please support From the Property Pulpit by
forwarding this edition to your friends and
colleagues, who we hope will enjoy reading it!

info@stdavidgroup.com

www.stdavidgroup.com

